Delivering Smarts
to the SmartGrid
Redefining Energy
Management by Integrating
Distributed Resources into
Optimal Portfolios

The old days of one-way load control are over. It is now possible
for utilities to proactively architect energy loads to reduce cost
of service without imposing on customer comfort and control
– thanks to IDROP™. With IDROP’s new, innovative dispatching algorithms, the state-of-the-art in energy management has
been redefined.
IDROP is a dispatching engine that couples a sophisticated set
of algorithms with new, clever energy management applications that put the customers’ needs first. With IDROP, a utility can architect supply and grid operations to achieve specific
load leveling – in real time and without negatively impacting
customer preferences. IDROP works with any set of in-home
devices, and Smart Meters are not necessary.

changing weather patterns and forward market price scenarios.
In fact, some users say that IDROP is not just a dispatching
engine, it’s a cost management operation, finely tuned to local
marginal costs and customer-specific end uses.

Proactively Shape Loads While
Maintaining Business Objectives
Instead of reacting to energy constraints, IDROP proactively
predicts load, choreographs demands and shapes loads, all in
real time. The dispatching algorithms generate value for a utility
while respecting business objectives, including maximizing
customer satisfaction, distribution efficiency and supply costs.
IDROP increases the SmartGrid value proposition.
IDROP tracks expected usage
scenarios over prior customer history
IDROP leverages
and weather forecasts while permitting
the popular approach of trying to
customer usage and
change individual household behavior.
history data, weather
Customer response and comfort are
key inputs in IDROP’s decisions to
and price forecasts to
dispatch or adjust an end use. The
capture value and
goal: to precisely enable a utility to optimally match and dispatch demand
improve grid operations
and generation jointly for the benefit
of the system and the customers.

Actual results show flattened, more predictable loads and reduced system volatility,
which at scale will result in more effective use of existing generation.

Maximize Value and Maintain
Customer Control
The IDROP engine allows a utility to optimize the micro-dispatch of appliances, electric vehicles, photovoltaic generation,
wind energy and distributed storage, all at a systems or circuit
level. This means utilities can now maximize value and take
into account customer-established constraints, cost of service,
compliance histories, expected load and market prices, or the
specific needs at local sections of circuits.
Yes, this level of analytical detail and operations is
possible today.
Moreover, IDROP’s functionality is grounded squarely on the
robust analytical financial foundations of DSMore™, which
uniquely values this new blended combination of energy efficiency and demand response options. Utilities will know immediately which dispatching strategies are cost-effective under
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IDROP delivers the business case while preserving
customer control. IDROP’s unprecedented data analysis,
dispatch algorithms, and analytical platform provide the functionality necessary for customers to participate in supply planning while still honoring their preferences for comfort and control. This ability is consistent with the SmartGrid FOAs vision:
a suite of existing and emerging SmartGrid technologies that
can be innovatively applied and integrated to prove technical,
operational and business model feasibility.
IDROP enables more customers to benefit from realtime energy markets more reliably and with lower
costs. By layering the IDROP’s dispatching engine on a home
area network, a utility can make it possible for more customers
to participate in real-time energy markets through non-price
convenience or comfort-ensured offers. Even low-involvement
customers who do not monitor real-time prices can choose to
participate in these markets by letting IDROP manage their preset participation for them. The net result is lower energy prices
overall (relative to price sensitive customers alone) and more
reliable, operationally stable customer response.

IDROP encourages new innovations
with a customer focus. IDROP can
dispatch appliances in small, unobtrusive
ways, enabling utilities to design new and
innovative customer programs and offers.
For example, many customers want to
lock in a targeted, guaranteed bill to limit bill volatility. IDROP
can do this and controls the risk, so added moral hazard premiums are not necessary. Customer satisfaction increases from
bill certainty, and the utility benefits from increased cost management for the system overall. With IDROP, a utility is able
to uniquely capture and deploy new customer programs and
offers to new segments of customers that might not have participated in demand response at all (particularly those who are
unwilling to reduce their peak AC usage).

Now customers can
pick their own
monthly bill amount.

IDROP provides opportunities for testing and measuring
offers. By encouraging greater customer participation, a
utility can run experiments or provide a menu of offers
ranging from high-involvement and active time-of-use response
to more low-involvement options where the utility manages
the energy for the customer (subject to preset parameters).
IDROP tracks, measures, verifies and reports details about
how customer segments (or even individual customers) are
uniquely responding to various offers. That means a utility can
better design and track the effectiveness of its marketing and
promotional efforts.
IDROP yields benefits that are cost effective now. Results
from field testing show that IDROP’s dispatching and energy
management methods yield benefits that are immediately
cost-effective in today’s energy markets. While other solutions
may value glitz over content, IDROP is uniquely grounded in
the robust financial valuation analytics comparable to DSMore,
the state-of-the-art standard for precisely and accurately valuing
energy usage programs.

IDROP Also Serves as a
Cost Management Operation.
More than just a dispatching engine, IDROP is often heralded
as a cost management mechanism. IDROP aggregates a variety of grid scale system inputs, such as price, margin, carbon
dioxide, predicted weather, etc., and marries them to historical
household energy consumption for optimal load shaping in the
true sense of demand-side management. In fact, the original
vision of DSM now uniquely operational in IDROP.
IDROP creates an architected, level load that benefits
the whole system. The solutions that are dispatched analyze the combinations of distributed resources available and
dispatch a few, discrete household end uses at micro levels to
design a level load that benefits the system as a whole (hence,
participants and non-participants). IDROP provides an optimal

Levelizing loads
on a transformer
provides new ways
to reduce grid asset
risk. Targeted load
leveling supports
integrated volt/var
system operations,
reaching into pockets
where the
distribution grid
needs extra support.

fine tuning, where household demand and, if desired, energy
use, can be reduced without sacrifice to customer comfort.
IDROP allows key parameters
Too much solar or wind
to be optimized in real time.
IDROP uses a systems-level set of ancan be risky for the grid.
alytics within its dispatching engine to
choreograph the micro-dispatching of
SmartGrid resources through HANs like appliances, vehicles,
renewable generation, and storage. The solution allows several
key parameters to be optimized in real time (customers’ bills,
comfort, energy conservation, capital expenditures, cost of service,
grid stability and peak demand) instead of sub-optimizing
to only one home or just one end use. Customer comfort is
preserved by choreographing cost, carbon and controls in concert.
IDROP provides deeper, proactively actionable data
than demand-response vehicles. Because IDROP’s analytics
engine is uniquely able to optimally dispatch both customer
end uses and distributed resources, it is also uniquely able to
dispatch combinations of these resources. A utility can dispatch
electric vehicles in concert with solar panels. Or it can adjust air
conditioning duty cycles within customer tolerances in response
to changing weather conditions that
Electric Vehicles are
also impact its solar water heaters.
Moreover, system planners can count
good new load, but
on the reduction or shaping of load
they come with new
in a much more firm, geographically
precise way than pure demand
system and grid risks.
response has historically delivered.
IDROP requires no integration. IDROP can operate
outside of normal systems. This feature eliminates the
dreaded “integration risk.” In fact, it is recommended that
IDROP initially runs outside of normal systems so that specific
functionality and integration can be determined. This strategy
allows a utility to test various customer offers quickly and at
very low cost, with no long-term contract risk or integration risk.
Because IDROP can run in parallel with SmartGrid systems, or
even without any SmartGrid data, a utility saves on integration
costs while performing customer testing and operational experimentation.

Pilot Programs Reveal Positive Results

IDROP-enabled homes have been tested for two years. Results demonstrate how to grow value from
diverse consumer markets.

IDROP Operational Simulation with
10% EV and 40% AC/WH

Operational Portal Allows Utilities
to Target Single Households

 IDROP minimizes costs by the minute to save energy while
optimizing end uses across homes to minimize circuit load risk.
 IDROP-enabled micro-dispatching has run without customers 		
noticing or experiencing a disturbance in comfort while the 		
utility maintains tight cost control and risk reduction.

Customer Portal Enables Full Appliance Control

 The line between demand response and energy efficiency is blurring.
One-way load control is giving way to two-way management of
energy, cost and usage. We can work with diverse customer reactions
to these technologies, targeting individual households even those
that choose convenience over cost.
 IDROP’s customer portal provides customers with an approach
that works for them: conservation, comfort or control. Plus it
enables new utility applications.

From Integral Analytics, the makers of DSMore™
IDROP was developed by Integral Analytics, an award-winning analytical software and consulting firm focused on operational,
planning and market research solutions for every aspect of the energy industry. Integral Analytics offers unified approaches to bring
advanced analyses to the energy industry to uncover and protect value.
Using sophisticated stochastic methods that explicitly value the effects of extreme weather at the hourly level, IA’s Causal Simulation
Models are currently used to:








Value DSM/DR programs in support of IRP planning
Forecast loads for T&D engineering and reliability planning
Measure transformer overloading and load at risk (LARA),
Value customer margins and loads for cost-to-tariff, customer switching, and fixed bill analysis
Optimize supply-side resource planning
Measure structured commodity value, and utility Value-at-Risk (VaR)
Report nodal and locational cost of supply

Integral’s DSMore™ product is a powerful financial analysis tool designed to evaluate, at the hourly level, the costs, benefits and risks
of demand-side management. DSMore is the energy industry’s leading tool for DSM/DR program planning, design, and valuation.
The product received the award for Outstanding Achievement in New Product Innovation by the Association on Energy Services
Professionals in 2007.

Contact Us Today

IDROP can be hosted by Integral Analytics or a utility to support existing research on customer satisfaction and compare
the value of utility-managed solutions against higher involvement rate-type solutions.
Michael T. Ozog
970-407-1048
michael.ozog@integralanalytics.com
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